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Abstract. The interaction designer role is not an acknowledged role on the core
eXtreme Programming (XP) team and XP has no explicit process for dealing with
interaction design. We interviewed interaction designers and other team members
on two real-world XP teams and in this paper we report on how they combined
interaction design activities with XP. Initial results show that having interaction
designers on the team, resulted in a workflow that differed from the pure XP
process in a significant way: up-front design for user interaction, as opposed to
up-front code design, was considered necessary. The iterative nature of XP development required that the interaction designers have continual involvement with
the development of the product, which inevitably influenced the nature of the
relationship between the interaction designers and the developers.
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1 Introduction
Extreme Programming (XP) [1] is the most widely adopted agile method today [2],
however, it has no explicit process for dealing with interaction design. Studies have
shown that companies that produce software with poor usability lose money [3–5]. Anderson connects usability directly with value: “Value is perceived through usage. Without usability there is no value.” [6]. Interaction designers can help the end user perceive
that value by enhancing the usability of the product.
We conducted interviews with interaction designers4 and other team members on
two real-world XP teams to learn about the role of the interaction designer and how
interaction design activities are integrated with XP. Our hypothesis was that the role of
the interaction designer would differ from that of interaction designers on traditional
software development teams and would also be key in the success of the integration of
4

Although the interviewees used the terms interaction designer and user interface designer interchangeably, we use the term interaction designer to refer to the member of the development
team, whose main responsibility it is to design the user experience and the user interface. The
team members involved in mainly coding activities, are referred to as the developers.

interaction design and XP. Our preliminary results show that XP teams have different
approaches to combining user interaction activities with their development process, but
wholeheartedly agree on the valuable contribution of the interaction designers to the
development of their product. They see a real need for usability specialists, in the form
of interaction designers, to be involved with development because experience has shown
that following the XP rules is not enough to ensure usable software. Our research also
shows that with the interaction designer role added to the team, the workflow differed
from the pure XP process in a significant way: up-front design for user interaction, as
opposed to up-front code design, was considered necessary. Futher, the iterative nature
of XP development required the interaction designers to be continually involved with
the development of the product, which influenced the nature of the relationship between
the interaction designers and the developers.
In the next section we explain our research method. The teams we interviewed are
introduced in section 3 and the interaction designer role is explored in section 4. After a
brief discussion of the related work in section 5, we present our conclusions in section 6.

2 Research Method
The data for this paper was obtained from semi-structured in-depth one-on-one interviews with four team members from two different software companies: Greenback Inc.
based in the United States and Emerald Inc. in Ireland.5 The two main objectives of
these interviews were to understand the process and practices relating to interaction design on XP projects and to learn about the interaction designer role in XP teams. The
interviewer conducted the interviews with team members from Greenback Inc. on their
premises. The interviews with the team members from Emerald Inc. were conducted using phone conferencing facilities. The interviews were voice recorded and transcribed
in detail. All persons interviewed were asked to validate the transcriptions, as well as
the interpreted findings. We present those findings here and quote the interviewees as
illustration.
The interview transcriptions were analysed using the method known as open coding [7]. This method is the first step in grounded theory analysis [8] and is used to
identify the different recurring categories present in the data. The next step will be to
perform axial coding, where the relationships between the categories are established.
In the course of further analysis, more interview data will be incorporated to eventually
produce a theory grounded in the data.

3 Team Profiles
Based in the United States, Greenback Inc. is a company that develops and markets webbased software to support IT managers and development professionals. Team Liberty
of Greenback Inc. is an XP team and includes ten engineers and one user interface
designer/product manager. At the time of the interviews, Team Liberty was working on
redesigning and enhancing one of its products. Their User Interface Designer/Product
Manager described the project as follows:
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“There are several features we added and several things that we wanted to do with the
product. And one thing we noticed was that performance was really bad, it was built
upon a really terrible code base. It was just all hacked together. User interface was
terrible and, you know, the user interactions were very cumbersome. So we decided
from that generation of product that we were gonna rewrite and start from scratch. We
took everything that we wanted out of the old product and built it the way we really
wanted the product to end up. [..] During this process we adopted the XP methodology.”
— User Interface Designer/Product Manager, Team Liberty

The second team, Team Cláirseach, is employed by Emerald Inc., based in Ireland. This
company develops and sells software to support wealth management. Team Cláirseach
is also an XP team and includes four engineers, one domain expert/on-site customer and
two interaction designers. Their Project Manager and one of the interaction designers
described their project and its status at the time of the interviews:
“We’ve been focusing on, sort of, single-user client systems.” — Project Manager, Team
Cláirseach
“There are smaller projects as well and we have our bigger, our over-riding kind of application building, which is our wealth planner application, which we’ve been working
on for two years and we have our first customer for that now and we’re releasing that in
a few weeks. And we’re a certain of a way through developing. It’s quite big, so it’s an
ongoing project [..]” — Interaction Designer, Team Cláirseach

Team Liberty provided the Engineering Manager and User Interface Designer/Product
Manager for interviews and Team Cláirseach provided the Project Manager and Interaction Designer. The Engineering Manager and Project Manager were both from a
programming background, whereas the User Interface Designer/Product Manager and
Interaction Designer were both experienced and qualified user interaction specialists.

4 eXtreme Interaction Designers
During the open coding of the interviews, we became aware that the interaction designer
role presents unique challenges in the world of XP. In this section we take a look at how
the various up-front activities formed part of the development process and the nature of
the interaction designer/developer relationship.
4.1 Up-Front Activities
In XP the development process is an evolutionary process, with little or no significant
design up front. Beck states that “it is better to do a simple thing today...than to do
a more complicated thing today that may never be used anyway,” [1] that is, “Concentrate on what is scheduled for today only.” [2] Among practitioners, this is known
as the YAGNI (You Ain’t Gonna Need It) principle and warns against adding features
to the product that are not required in the current development iteration. Therefore, to
avoid waste and to remain responsive to changing requirements, XP discourages upfront code design. While neither Team Liberty nor Team Cláirseach performed up-front
3

code design, both teams found a significant amount of user interaction design, after
the requirements gathering process and before implementation begins, to be crucial for
usability. Both teams created personas6 to represent the types of users of their systems.
The following quotes illustrate the value of the personas:
“[..] as we created the user stories all written from these personas, what that allowed
me to do was figure out who was trying to do what [..] and it just helps in the design
process.” — User Interface Designer/Product Manager, Team Liberty
“[..] that [personas] was for the UI, but also for the user stories, one of the most important things to do. [..]” — Engineering Manager, Team Liberty
“[..] We design personas up front for our projects and we identify what their goals are
in using the product. We have to make sure that when we’re testing the product we meet
all their goals.” —Interaction Designer, Team Clairseach

Team Liberty then created a navigation model and a style guide in order to set the
interaction standards for the future user interface and to provide some consistency in its
behaviour and appearance:
“I’d try to work things out. Just create some upfront consistency, like, what do buttons
look like, where are they placed, what do tables look like, how do users interact with
tables, what do forms look like, how do you get from a table to a form and then back to
the table – basic interaction models. So, kind of like a style guide. [..] having that upfront consistency in designing the behaviour into it, regardless of what the application
is, I think, is one way of mitigating risk. And then having a rough, high-level navigation model, I think, is probably a good idea too.” — User Interface Designer/Product
Manager, Team Liberty
“[..] it’s hard to have a holistic view of the application when you haven’t followed out
all its framework: How am I gonna handle breadcrumbs, how am I gonna handle main
navigation, how am I gonna handle user profile stuff. [..] So I created a really basic
framework in the navigation model [..]” — User Interface Designer/Product Manager,
Team Liberty

Team Liberty refined and implemented the detailed user interface designs incrementally during the XP development iterations. By contrast, Team Clairseach completed
the design of the bulk of the user interface before implementation began:
“Before it gets into development, the user interface is more or less 90% defined. So
there wouldn’t be that many changes once it goes into the development iterations [..]
because we put so much effort into the [up-front] design.” — Interaction Designer,
Team Clairseach

4.2 Continuous Involvement
In popular software engineering processes, such as the Rational Unified Process (RUP)
[10], the interaction designer is responsible for the complete design of the user interface early on in the development process. Then the design is handed to the developers
6
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who implement the design, with little or no further involvement from the interaction
designers. In the XP teams interviewed, this was not the case. The interaction designers on these XP teams were involved in the up-front activites discussed in section 4.1,
but from that point on, as the user interface was implemented during the development
iterations, the interaction designer was constantly communicating with the developers
regarding changes, testing and clearing up any questions the developers may have had
about the design. For the designers it was possible to receive immediate feedback from
the developers when something could not be implemented, and the developers could be
informed by the designers straight away when there were additions or changes to the
user interface.
“[..] the designers test it [the user interface] on a day to day basis, give feedback back
to the development team to ensure if anything was missing, that we’d write a card for it
and it will be captured.” — Interaction Designer, Team Cláirseach
“[..] sometimes even during development people realize, ‘Oh this and this doesn’t work,’
and then they go to the User Interface Designer/Product Manager.” — Engineering
Manager, Team Liberty

With this continuous involvement the interaction designer could ensure that the developers maintain consistency in the user interface, as specified either by the style-guide
or the mock-up.
The Engineering Manager on Team Cláirseach related an incident where the communication between the designers and the developers had broken down, leading to major bottlenecks in the development process:
“[In] London a guy had serious problems [..] he had an interaction expert guy who
[would] not talk to the programmers and start changing stuff [..] There was very little
communication between the different blocks and it caused serious delays and bottlenecks [..] and not knowing what he’s doing he’s causing them more work.” — Engineering Manager, Team Cláirseach

4.3 Designer-Developer Interaction
The relationship the interaction designers have with the developers on the XP team
is a direct consequence of their continuous involvement, as discussed in the previous
section.
We observed two different approaches to the interaction designer/developer relationship on the XP teams and that difference is clearly marked by the following two
quotes. Within Team Liberty the developers were free to give their User Interface Designer/Product Manager feedback on user interface design issues:
“[..] the Product Manager comes to the meeting and says, ‘Ok, here’s how we do this
and this feature,’ and there’s ten engineers sitting there and saying, ‘Look, nobody works
like this. What are you doing?’ [..] but it’s a fantastic thing; you have these sometimes
very opinionated discussions up front and sometimes even during development.” —
Engineering Manager, Team Liberty

Whereas, in Team Cláirseach, developers did not give feedback on user interface design
issues:
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“Pretty much design-wise, whatever the interaction designers say goes.” — Engineering
Manager, Team Cláirseach

Team Liberty valued lively discussions and debate and enjoyed sharing knowledge of
their domains and the overall product. They believed this helped them come up with the
best solution. Interaction design in this team was clearly seen as a collaborative activity. Unfortunately, the Engineering Manager admitted that it was sometimes diffcult to
convince the developers to implement a screen that they did not like or did not agree
with. This was largely due to the fact that the developers did not take into account how
other types of users could use their software. By contrast, their user interface designer
is trained to take all the different types of users into account:
“[..] there’s ten engineers sitting there and saying ‘Look, nobody works like this. What
are you doing? It’s like, nobody’s doing this,’ and so sometimes it’s really, really hard
for him [User Interface Designer/Product Manager] to tell them, ‘Look, you might not
work like this but I think outside, people who use our application, they will work like
this, they will appreciate this feature.”’ — Engineering Manager, Team Liberty

The designer/developer relationship in Team Cláirseach, is based around respect and
trust. The designers show their respect for the developers by not suggesting coding
improvements and the developers show their respect for the designers by not suggesting
user interface improvements:
“I have to say in our team here, each of us have great respect for each other’s work.
We, as designers, have great respect for what the developers do and the developers
have great respect for us. Even with great communication going, we’d never assume to
make a suggestion about something we don’t know very much about.” — Interaction
Designer, Team Cláirseach

Consequently, the interaction designers on Team Cláirseach have complete control of
the user interface. Further, designers and developers trust each other that each will come
up with the best solution for their domain and when issues do arise, both sides make
trade-offs until both are happy. This team viewed their approach as a very efficient way
of developing the product, as designers and developers do not waste time and effort on
things they are not good at. Their view was that their work in their own domain is better
when they do not have to think outside the scope of their domains:
“If I don’t have to worry about UI concerns, I can get more work done and get it done
better. The UI doesn’t naturally fall inside my domain, it isn’t something I naturally do
well.” — Project Manager, Team Cláirseach

Although not explicitly mentioned by Team Cláirseach, one disadvantage for this team
may be that knowledge is not shared among team members, which would make it difficult for team members to learn from each other.
4.4 Valued Role
Both teams agreed that having interaction designers on the XP team was vital for enabling good interaction design. In their opinion, having the developers doing interaction
design is not ideal:
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“[..] you need someone who really has a very good idea about the really high level UI
design.” — Engineering Manager, Team Liberty
“I don’t think the user interface designers should be engineers.” — User Interface Designer/Product Manager, Team Liberty
“I can’t imagine why a developer would be designing screens because their training
lies in a whole different area to me, and their skill set lies in a different area [..]” —
Interaction Designer, Team Cláirseach

5 Related Work
The way in which interaction design and agile development should work together has
been discussed surprisingly little. One important early exception was the debate between Kent Beck and Alan Cooper [11]. This debate explicitly addressed the issue of
when interaction design should occur relative to software development. Jeff Patton describes in several papers and tutorials how interaction design and agile development can
work together by using a process where interaction design iterations fit into the iterative
structure of agile development [12, 13]. Hodgetts presented an experience report about
integrating User Experience Design into agile processes [14] and McInerney and Maurer investigated the role of User-Centered Designers on agile teams [15]. The study that
is most closely related to the research presented in this paper is a case study by Rogers,
Sharp and Preece [16]. Although their findings are specific to designing a web-based
interface, they focus on the work of the graphic designer and how she relates to the XP
team — a similar approach to that taken in our research. There are, however, very few
independent studies of the interaction designer’s role in XP teams: a gap this research
hopes to begin to fill.

6 Conclusion
We set out to investigate the processes and practices of interaction design of two realworld XP teams and uncovered some unique characteristics of the interaction designer
role. The approach both teams interviewed have taken, differed in significant ways from
the pure XP process, in that both teams performed significant up-front user interaction
design — producing user interface mock-ups and style and navigation guides. The iterative nature of XP development, required continual involvement from the interaction
designer, which differs from traditional interaction desginer roles. Both teams acknowledged the value of having interaction designers on board and believed they helped create
a better, more usable product.
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